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About This Game

Space Food Truck is a cooperative, culinary scifi adventure. 1-4 players take on unique roles aboard the Galaxy Gourmet. Their
mission: explore a vast, procedurally-generated galaxy in search of exotic ingredients, craft delicious recipes, and build a

powerful collection of items and abilities to withstand the untold dangers of deep space.

Gameplay

Your team's goal is to complete all of your recipe objectives, which means collecting ingredients, crafting each dish, and taking
it to the planet that's craving it. Each of the four unique roles aboard your ship contribute in their own way, and they'll all need

to work in concert to succeed! Just like on a real space food truck.
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The Captain plots your ship's course, scouring the galaxy for stronger items and tastier ingredients.

The Chef collects ingredients that other players discover and crafts them into delicious dishes. He occasionally eats his
own cards.

The Scientist researches each of the roles on your ship, choosing which crew members to empower with new abilities.
He'll sometimes stumble upon artificial ingredients.

The Engineer repairs and upgrades the ship, which is constantly pummeled by misfortune.

Each character begins the game with a small deck of 10 cards, which you'll play to move around the ship and do your job. You
must add a card to your personal deck each turn, and you'll be reshuffling and drawing items and abilities from it all game long.
Your goal is to assemble the strongest, most versatile collection possible to do your job, and ultimately bring honor and glory to

your food truck.
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Features

Supports 1-4 players locally or online.

4 Difficulties: Mild, Medium, Thai Hot, and Dragon Sweat

Our procedural galaxy holds new surprises every play through!

Games last 1-2 hours, save and stop anytime.

Resume your offline games online, or vice versa.

Invite your friends or match randomly.

Play a live game from start to finish, or take turns asynchronously.

25 Achievements to tackle, plus 8 Steam trading cards to collect
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Title: Space Food Truck
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
One Man Left Studios
Publisher:
One Man Left Studios
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2016
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- Look at the amount of hours people have played this game before reviewing. That's about "how much" you can get out of the
game. I do recommend waiting for a steam sale.
- This game has RNG which is not very friendly towards the player, BUT the game has no turn timer meaning that planning
ahead is heavily encouraged.
- There is a standard meta to follow every run (prioritize items for engineer > chef > scientist > pilot) with possible deviations
based on specific circumstances. As the difficulty increases the creative freedom decreases.
- There is online multiplayer, apparently. I cannot say much more about it.
- I enjoy playing this the same way I enjoy FTL, although the gameplay is quite different (FTL is combat-focused whereas
Space Food Truck is solely about gathering ingredients)
- The game does suffer from a lack of replayability, for that reason the RNG will mess you up very often, prolonging the
playtime in an unpleasant way.

I really wish the game had side-quests and varying story-driven sequences to improve replayability, that's my biggest gripe with
an otherwise solid game.
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